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Busted! The Great Fauci/NIH Anti-Science Conspiracy!
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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The more we learn about Dr. Anthony Fauci, the worse he looks. The grandfatherly Egurehead has

now had two years in the limelight, urging people to “follow the science,” which he has

shamelessly equated to his own ever-shifting opinion.

Another cache of emails obtained via a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request by the

American Institute for Economic Research (AIER) now reveals Fauci and his boss, National

Institutes of Health director Francis Collins, colluded behind the scenes to quash dissenting views

on the lockdowns.

Fauci and Collins Conspired to Destroy Dissent

October 4, 2020, three medical professors — Martin Kulldorff from Harvard, Sunetra Gupta from

Oxford and Jay Bhattacharya from Stanford — launched the Great Barrington Declaration, a

statement anyone could sign onto that called for focused protection of high-risk individuals, such

as the elderly, rather than the continuation of blanket lockdowns. AIER sponsored the declaration.

“Current lockdown policies are producing devastating effects on short and long-term

public health,” the declaration stated. “Keeping these measures in place until a vaccine is

available will cause irreparable damage, with the underprivileged disproportionately

harmed.”

As support of the declaration rapidly spread, Fauci and Collins seemingly panicked, and discussed

how they could possibly stop the growing call for a sane, science-based approach. In an October

8, 2020, email to Fauci, Collins wrote:

“The proposal from the three fringe epidemiologists who met with the Secretary seems to

be getting a lot of attention ... There needs to be a quick and devastating published take

down of its premises ...”

“Don’t worry, I got this,” Fauci replied. Later, Fauci sent Collins links to newly published articles

refuting the focused protection solution, including an op-ed in Wired magazine, and an article in

The Nation, titled “Focused Protection, Herd Immunity and Other Deadly Delusions.” “Excellent,”

Collins replied.

This correspondence is a real peek behind the curtain as to who Fauci and Collins really are.

They’re not interested in debating scientiEc merit. Their go-to strategy is simply to demolish the

opposition by any means necessary.

“ Fauci and Collins are just ‘nasty bureaucrats
who want to destroy anyone who challenges their
power.’ ~ Daniel McAdams”

Clearly, there’s nothing “fringe” about these scientists. Bhattacharya, for example, has conducted

NIH-funded research for decades.  If he’s a “fringe” scientist, why is Collins funding him?

As noted by Daniel McAdams of the Ron Paul Liberty Report (video above), behind the scenes,

Fauci and Collins are just “nasty bureaucrats who want to destroy anyone who challenges their

power ... The scientiEc method does not involve, ‘Oh my gosh, that guy said something that

contradicts me, I must destroy him.’”

Fauci’s War on Science

As noted by Jeffrey Tucker in a December 19, 2021, Brownstone article,  the attacks on the

declaration and its creators were particularly shocking considering “They were merely stating the

consensus based on science and experience. Nothing more.”

Indeed, March 2, 2020, 850 scientists signed a letter  to the White House warning against the use

of lockdowns, travel restrictions and the closing of businesses and schools.

Fauci himself had even told a Washington Post reporter that “The epidemic will gradually decline

and stop on its own without a vaccine”  — a scientiEcally correct stance he’s since abandoned.

According to Tucker, the emails between Fauci and Collins are the smoking gun showing that it is

they who are waging war against science.

“What we Cnd in these emails are highly political people who are obsessed not with

science but with messaging and popular inDuences on the public mind,” Tuckerwrites.

“What do we learn from these emails? The attacks on tens of thousands of medical

professionals and scientists were indeed encouraged from the top. The basis for the

attacks were not scientiCc articles. They were heavily political popular pieces.

This adds serious weight to the impression we all had at the time, which was that this was

not really about science but about something far more insidious. You can discover more

about this in Scott Atlas’s book on the topic [‘A Plague Upon Our House’]. These new

emails conCrm his account. It was an outright war on top scientists ...

My own estimate is that the convinced advocates of lockdowns when they took place

were probably fewer than 50 in the U.S. How and why they managed to grab hold of the

reins of power will be investigated by historians for many decades.

The incredibly positive response to the Great Barrington Declaration, which has garnered

900,000 signatures in the meantime, demonstrates that there was and is still life

remaining in traditional public health measures deployed throughout the 20th century and

still respect for human dignity and science remaining among medical professionals and

the general public.

This war on dissent against lockdowns is not only a scandal of our times. The lockdowns

and now the mandates have fundamentally transformed society ...

We seem ever more to be on the precipice of total disaster, one that will be diYcult to

reverse. It is urgent that we know who did this, as well as how and why, and take steps to

stop it before more damage is done and then becomes permanent.”

Bhattacharya Speaks Out

When news of the Fauci-Collins collusion broke, Bhattacharya tweeted,  “Now I know what it feels

like to be the subject of a propaganda attack by my own government. Discussion and engagement

would have been a better path.”

According to Bhattacharya, Collins and Fauci cooked up the false counternarrative that focused

protection would “let the virus rip” through populations with devastating effect. This erroneous

talking point was then thrown at them again and again.

“When reporters started asking me why I wanted to ‘let the virus rip,’ I was puzzled,”

Bhattacharya tweeted December 19, 2021.  “Now I know that Collins and Fauci primed

the media attack with the lie.

I was also puzzled by the mischaracterization of the GBD [Great Barrington Declaration]

as a ‘herd immunity strategy,’ Biologically the epidemic ends when a suYcient number of

people have immunity, either through COVID recovery or vax. Lockdown, let-it-rip, and the

GBD all lead to that.

As Martin Kulldorff has said, it makes as much sense to say ‘herd immunity strategy’ as it

does to say ‘gravity strategy’ for landing an airplane. The only question is how to land

safely, not whether gravity applies.

So the question is how to get through this terrible pandemic with the least harm, where

the harms considered include all of public health, not just COVID. The GBD and focused

protection of the vulnerable is a middle ground between lockdown and let-it-rip.

Lockdowners like Collins & Fauci ... could have engaged honestly in a discussion about it,

but would have found that public health is fundamentally about focused protection ...

Instead, Fauci & Collins decided to smear Martin Kulldorff, Sunetra Gupta, me and

supporters of the GBD. They lied about the ideas it contains and orchestrated a

propaganda campaign against us ...

Fauci & Collins are silent about lockdown harms because they are culpable. The sad fact

is that they won the policy war, they got their lockdowns, and now ... own the harms. They

cannot deny it. The GBD warned them.

They also cannot say that the lockdowns worked to suppress COVID. In the U.S., we

followed the Fauci/Collins lockdown strategy and we have 800k COVID deaths. Sweden —

more focused on protecting the vulnerable — did better and cannot be ignored ...

[History] will judge those in charge of the COVID policy, and it will not judge kindly.

[Collins] smears the GBD and its authors because he has no substantive argument left ...

Collins' interview with Baier marks a sad end to an illustrious career, and I take no joy in

saying so. Fauci should join him in retirement. They have done enough damage.”

Against Fading Odds, Fauci Tries to Keep Narrative Alive

The damaging character revelations emerge just as Fauci and President Biden struggle to whip up

panic about Omicron to keep the need for pandemic countermeasures going. It’s a challenge, for

sure, as most people have already realized that Omicron is no worse than a common cold.

During a December 19, 2021, CNN interview, Fauci stated that they “did not anticipate the extent

of mutations” that occurred in Omicron.  So, basically, despite sinking billions of dollars into

research, scientists were unable to predict the mutations. That should tell us something.

Disturbingly, there’s now evidence suggesting Omicron might be yet another lab creation. In a

recent Bannons War Room interview, Dr. Robert Malone, inventor of the mRNA and DNA vaccine

core platform technology,  reviewed what we know so far about the Omicron variant.

As noted by Malone, the press has been talking about “everything except for the obvious, which is

that this is a ‘vaccine’-escaped mutant.’” The variant appears highly resistant to the COVID shots,

which is a sign of it having mutated within one or more COVID-jabbed individuals, yet the Erst

recommendation from the mental giants in charge of COVID responses was to push COVID

booster shots. This is as irresponsible and irrational as it is unscientiEc.

“The boosters are a perfect way to bias our immune system so we’re LESS able to

respond to this new variant,” Malone explained. “This is [like] jabbing everybody with a Du

vaccine from three seasons ago and expecting it to have effects against the current [Du

strains].”

Omicron Emerged From Old 2020 Strain

As for the nature and origin of Omicron, Malone said:

“It has the hallmark of a viral agent under tight genetic selection for evolution to escape

the ‘vaccine’ responses against the receptor bonding domain. The question that is

outstanding right now is — because this is so different from the other strains that are

being tracked; it’s in its own separate little evolutionary branch — how did this happen?”

What Malone is referring to is the fact that the closest genetic sequences to Omicron date back to

mid-2020. It doesn’t seem to belong to any of the evolutionary branches that have emerged

since.  In the time-lapse graphic  below, Twitter user Chief Nerd illustrates the genomic

epidemiology of SARS-CoV-2 from the original strain until now, using data from nextstrain.org.

It’s a great illustration of just how odd an unnatural Omicron’s emergence really is. As the time-

lapse gets toward the end of 2021, suddenly there’s Omicron, emerging like a straight line from a

mid-2020 strain, having no semblance to any of the other strains. There’s no precedent for this

oddity occurring in nature.

In all, Omicron is said to have some 50 mutations from the original Alpha strain, many of which

speciEcally allow it to circumvent COVID shot-induced antibody defenses.

According to molecular biologist and cancer geneticist Philip Buckhaults, Ph.D.,  Omicron has 25

nonsynonymous and only one synonymous spike mutation compared to its most recent common

ancestor (AV.1). Were it a natural occurrence, that ratio ought to be somewhere between 25 to 50

and 25 to 100.

Until and unless we end up with conclusive proof of its origin, we need to keep all options open,

Malone says, and that includes the possibility of Omicron being cooked up in a lab from a

previous strain.

One plausible theory is that scientists enabled an early SARS-CoV-2 variant to build antibody

resistance, possibly by passaging them through human or humanized cell lines in the presence of

convalescent plasma.

Congressman Calls for Natural Immunity Study

December 14, 2021, a Select Subcommittee on the Coronavirus Crisis held a remote hearing in

which they debated the need for an accelerated vaccination effort. In the outtake from that

meeting (video above), Congressman Jim Jordan, R-Ohio, points out that the U.S. Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention and the NIH/NIAID have a combined annual budget of about $58

billion, and a combined staff of 31,000.

With that kind of budget and an army of staff, why has the U.S. government not done a study to

determine how natural immunity stacks up against the COVID jab? Jordan asked. The answer he

received (from an, unfortunately, unidentiEed doctor) was refreshingly direct:

“I don’t think they want to know the answer,” because “it would undermine the

indiscriminate vaccination policy for every single human being, including extremely low

risk people.”

According to a Columbia University study, more than half the American population have now been

exposed to the SARS-CoV-2 virus in one form or another, and have natural immunity, and

according to an Israeli study, natural immunity is 27 times more effective than the COVID shot.

So, why are government leaders and so-called health authorities still acting as though natural

immunity is irrelevant and the only way to control the pandemic is through repeated injections

with experimental — and clearly hazardous — gene transfer technology?

I believe the answer is they’re ignoring natural immunity because their primary objective and goal

it to have everyone injected. They want everyone routinely jabbed so they can justify the rollout of

health passports, which will become the foundation for an all-encompassing digital ID control

system.

In short, our public health agencies have been hijacked and are carrying out an anti-human, anti-

health agenda intended to enslave the public in a technocratic control grid.

There’s no doubt anymore that the vaccine passports will be expanded to encompass Enancial

transactions and incorporate a social credit system. Together, all of these pieces will allow an

unelected elite to control the lives of every person on the planet, down to the minutest details of

our everyday lives.

While Fauci and Collins are certainly not alone in this effort, and likely not even close to the top of

the technocratic food chain, they have played very important roles. It’s time to see them for who

and what they are, and demand that they be held to account for their actions.

“The Truth About COVID-19” exposes the hidden agenda behind the pandemic, showing the

countermeasures have nothing to do with public health and everything to do with ushering in a

new social and economic system based on totalitarian, technocracy-led control. So, it’s not

misinformation they fear. It’s the truth they want to prevent from spreading. Pick up a copy of this

best-selling book today before it’s too late.

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

4,738 ratings

ORDER NOW
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lovestosing6
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This is a tough one, doc.  We've got the passport thing, we've got the hydrogel with biomedical nanoparticles being injected into every
human on the planet, we have agendas that are trying to be met, the WEF pushing, the WHO pushing, Gates funding the WHO and Fauci, the
release of a bioweapon on human beings and no one held accountable, and now the deaths of human beings and still no one is being held
accountable.  WTF?

... Isn't it strange, the only time I hear of someone being sick, is if they have covid or one of the Greek alphabet ones.  Skipped Greek letters
aside, I'm willing to let this whole thing go if everyone will go back to talking about straws or smoking or climate change, we've got a plastic
island in the middle of the ocean, we have Monsanto still poisoning the planet and glyphosates everywhere ... water is an issue, oil too ...
even UFOs - there's so much to talk about out there.  Every time I write Gates or Fauci, I feel like I'm writing the name of a serial killer and I
hate giving people like that 'airtime.' I want my old life back.  I don't want to see society masked up (almost two years now, a little ridik!) and
I want society to know there are easy great ways to treat illness.  We don't need all this because, if you get sick, here's what you do.  (oh
wait, censorship :(

Wasn't it the Romans who started obscuring how easy it was to treat to the body of illness?  I guess you had to do something to keep in
favor with the king.  If only people knew how easy this was to treat - oh man would they FURIOUS ... we would need censorship to keep the
masses from rioting.  Every single person in my sphere - all over the USA - has either had covid or has the antibodies and didn't know they
had it or are naturally immune.  Every single person I know who has had the shot has been up and down.  Many this year speciEcally in the
hospital with various issues like keto acidosis, blood clot issues, and heart and lung issues.   Booster anyone?  For life!  Ugh!
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FlowerGirl1111
Joined On 8/10/2020 2:42:15 PM
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This is all out global genocide ! The evil satanic powers that be don’t anyone left alive. Where else could this senseless scenario be
headed ....?  Spend time with your loved ones and appreciate your Enal years ...months ...days?
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Pharma’s War on Scientists to Mandate Jabs for Life
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Another cache of emails obtained via a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request by the American Institute for Economic Research (AIER)

reveals Dr. Anthony Fauci and his boss, National Institutes of Health director Francis Collins, colluded to quash dissenting views on the

lockdowns

)

October 4, 2020, three medical professors — Martin Kulldorff from Harvard, Sunetra Gupta from Oxford and Jay Bhattacharya from Stanford —

launched the Great Barrington Declaration, which called for focused protection of high-risk individuals rather than the continuation of blanket

lockdowns

)

As support of the declaration rapidly spread, Fauci and Collins discussed how they could stop the call for a sane, science-based approach. In

an email to Fauci, Collins wrote, “There needs to be a quick and devastating published take down of its premises”

)

The emails between Fauci and Collins are the smoking gun showing that it is they who are waging war against science)

Despite having a combined annual budget of $58 billion, and a combined staff of 31,000, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention

and the NIH/NIAID have not yet conducted an actual study to determine how natural immunity stacks up against the COVID jab, likely because

they don’t want to know the answer

)
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bowgirl
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You are so right- I do not fear getting a cold, I avoid sure....I am starting to be concerned with the growing number of people with
mental illness and the harmful things they do when they "snap".  In my house we have more protection for trespassers than we do for
the COVID.....
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Flowergirl - I agree - #1 rule, don't let them steal our joy, if they do - they win. Bowgirl - hahaha, thanks for that laugh!  I feel like we're
going to need it!
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Believe it or not.....this whole scamdemic is driven by an Alien agenda. Go to Ryushins website called www.theorionlines.com and
watch videos there.....all of them. Believe me....he has a ton of evidence that I know for a fact is and was classiEed. Hope you
watched them tracey??????
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lovestosing6- Do these people in the article below have a clue in what they are doing? It would have been better to put
kindergartner's in charge. The one thing in common from Fauci/Walensky/CDC/FDA/WHO is not one word on how to build up our
own immune systems. I don't know if they know what the title Dr. means. Healer comes to mind Erst. You would think that all the
people who do not want or need the vaccine would be educated by these people to keep healthy from by optimizing nutrition such as
Vit D/probiotics/B vitamins/etc. But not one word from them only vaccines and that is why I think Dr. Oz is running for Senate. I'm
pretty sure his reason is he cannot talk about alternative treatments on his show and he is seeing how many people could have been
helped. www.yahoo.com/news/shortened-isolation-periods-spread-virus-131054980...  ~
www.fastrope.com/dr-oz-quits-show-runs-for-senate-to-hold-fauci-accoun..
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It's well beyond ridiculous.  What amazes me is how people are so slow to connect the dots. My great aunt died just before Xmas,
which was not unexpected.  She was the last of her generation to survive in the family, made it to 100, and her mind was sharp to the
end.   She had a great run, I shall cherish her memory, and I'm sure her spirit/energy is in a better place without dragging around that
deteriorated body. To the point of this discussion, services for her have been delayed because funeral homes are absolutely
overwhelmed, and we know full well this multitude of deaths are but the Erst snowballs of a coming avalanche.   What we have
expected is happening, and I feel bad for my hoodwinked friends and family; but what can one do, but hope they connect the dots as
soon as possible?

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/29/2021 9:20:39 AM
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RampagingManatee
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Great post.  The Romans also had the false sag Fire Company extortion.  How history repeats...  I fully agree, it's overdue to be the
change we want to see.  We also need to look beyond Biden and Fauci and Gates, idiotic failures personiEed, and understand who
their bosses are.  The banking cartel and two mammoth investment Erms claim ownership of almost everything we see - including
when we look in the mirror!  Illegitimate I say.  And be the change.  Warmest New Year blessings to you, all the brilliant people who
read this, and that includes the thought police, hi guys and girls!  ;)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/29/2021 2:57:08 PM
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Big - heck ya! Fvto - tell me about it!  It's like they're choosing to leave people blind and at risk... talk about crimes against humanity.
 YOU MEAN YOU COULD HAVE SAVED MY ____'S LIFE, AND YOU CHOSE TO MAKE A PROFIT INSTEAD? Balhawk - I'm so sorry your
Aunt passed - but what a life, eh?!   In regards to hoodwinked - yup!  Tell me about it!  Although, a sweet cousin is currently with
covid, (supposedly anyways, you know - +pcr) ... and said she kept going with her arsenal of supplements and she's doing very well -
-

I wish everyone had that attitude! ... as for another friend who developed Keto-acidosis after his booster and couldn't get a room
because the hospitals were 'overrun' with the 'unvaxxed' of course, except let's not mention he was fully vaxxed ... see what I just did
there? Rampaging - Happy New Year's Eve to you also!  May 2022 be nothing like this year!  If I never hear the C word or the O word
again, it will be too soon!   I assume you're talking of Vanguard and Blackrock?  It will be interesting to see what's around the corner
in the "you'll own nothing and be happy" land of the free world.
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There is but one problem- GCP- God's Chosen [self chosen]
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… and the beat goes on... even with the magnitude of the level of reality being revealed... insanity is trying to explain logic or reality
with cattle. The CDC is withdrawing the COVID PCR Test and the media is not making this front page. The withdraw of the COVID
PCR test as valid for detecting and identifying SARS-CoV-2 is critical for all the restrictions and lockdowns. The CDC has stated on
its website: “After December 31, 2021, CDC will withdraw the request to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for Emergency
Use Authorization (EUA) of the CDC 2019-Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCoV) Real-Time RT-PCR Diagnostic Panel, the assay Erst
introduced in February 2020 for detection of SARS-CoV-2 only.”

The CDC has Enally admitted that the PCR test cannot even differentiate between SARS-CoV-2 and insuenza viruses. As I was told
personally that the test was invalid… and the beat goes on. www.investmentwatchblog.com/cdc-admits-covid-tests-are-invalid/  ~
https://youtu.be/hih0tpBs7IY  ~ https://youtu.be/dZsL5R_CR-k  ~ https://youtu.be/9lkfrtztqEY    Medical Martial Law Expanding as
CDC Admits PCR Tests Invalid www.bitchute.com/.../96Psbcs6AIxv    The Graphene Oxide Reality
www.bitchute.com/.../Scx09XSYggQV    Heavy but must see information here - David Martin www.bitchute.com/.../Kuyqby6ad0Li
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ReluctantWarrior
Joined On 1/29/2018 8:51:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mandate away but I will not even take the Erst jab under any circumstances. Live free or die.
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This short 2 minute video is DYNAMITE from Robert F Kennedy Jr about why the Pharma-thugs are coming after the kids with their
needles.   Please watch and send it to your friends: twitter.com/.../1475930299674636288   No wonder PEzer want to keep contracts  they
signed with Governmnets secret for 55 years. (Some reports say 75 years)   These despicable people should already be in criminal court for
vile crimes against humanity:  tEglobalnews.com/2021/11/19/fda-took-108-days-to-approve-pEzer-vacci..
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Newlands Wanderer, Found this image from Dr. McCullough, scrolling down, underneath your interesting twitter post yesterday:
hope this pastes ok, am not logged in to twitter: twitter.com/.../1  - its an image from pre-print of an article in Nature. It outlines
visually, all known apparent spike changes..
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks rrealrose.  Your  link worked well.  Looks like good news.  Let's hope so. Dr McCullough is a real hero of our times. Here's
something more light-hearted that will hopefully make people smile: https://t.co/Y5iNecXDCN
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Luvvvy
Joined On 8/31/2015 7:41:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi NLW and Rose, so agree those are great Twitter posts to share..    Full respect and appreciation to RFK Jr. for spreading the awful
and twisted truth.  And the post by the wonderful Dr. McCullough (which has anyone noticed sounds a lot like Dr. Mercola, when
u.say it fast!!)  - says what I’ve been hearing and telling people ... “ Omicron game-changer, mild brief without major systemic
invasion ... Will induce additional immunity to new Spike and 26 additional proteins ...    "Natural Booster". AND NLW, a really good
laugh at that last one!!  

👍🤣
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ZTFZTF
Joined On 7/5/2011 7:05:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dynamite, indeed!  -  Excellante, NewlandsWanderer!!  -  Thank you for sharing (as always)!
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NewlandsWanderer
Joined On 6/11/2015 6:59:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you Luvvy for you wisdom and positive comments.  

Thanks ZTFZTF.  We are so lucky to have Robert F Kennedy Jr on our side.  The world would be a much darker place without him.
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lordbasil
Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The most effective way to get to people is: Keep it Simple Stupid. Most people out there have the equivalent of about a grade school
education. Even the elite that go through college normally do not think that well on a general basis. To get them, you have to ask basic
questions in plain and ordinary basic English. That might even wake a few of them up long enough to realize what is actually going on. The
United States has been described accurately as a sleeping tiger. Wake up that tiger and all hell will break loose. The current bunch are
protected by the Supreme Court of this land. Do not forget that.

Money interest supercede justice. Only when something becomes really simple and very obvious does this ever change. And right now that
is unlikely to happen. So these same people ignore the truth and continue to spout their lies. They had a very good teacher in Nazi Germany.
 The current media is equivalent to the Russian Pravda. They spout whatever they are told by their owners to spout. Anyone that produces
the truth? Is like the proverb of the naked emperor. They will be brought down one way or another. Until that media is broken up so that
multiple different people own it and truth returns, nothing will change.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Extremely well said!  Especially the part of people having the equivalent of a grade school education.  Most people can think, they
just don't want to.  Too much work.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This correspondence is a real peek behind the curtain as to who Fauci and Collins really are.Their go-to strategy is simply to demolish the
opposition by any means necessary. “The boosters are a perfect way to bias our immune system so we’re LESS able to respond to this new
variant,” Malone explained. “This is [like] jabbing everybody with a su vaccine from three seasons ago and expecting it to have effects
against the current [su strains].” Wait what??? Isn't this exactly what's been happening for years now? Well, we didn't get it quite right but
get your su shot because it will protect you. (With a Covid strain to be added if they can get away with it.)

If you have had a Jab/s I am not your enemy & you are not mine. This Covid part of the Mass Psychosis Formation is revealing everything
Doc & Ronnie Cummings have reported on in their book gets harder & harder to deny it's all true. The Predator'$ Machine is using Legacy
Media to push a false narrative this all Red State, Right Wing Radicals, ignorant Bible Thumpers, & wing nuts vs. Blue State, Dems & Lib's.
Bull spit.

Disease doesn't take phony self-serving narratives or sides. It's unfortunate but many who have been captured by the there are only two
political views, parties allowed, digital, binary, either or thinking, the manufactured consent delivered by the owned lock stock & barrel
media blinded many on the "Blue Side." It's all collapsing because as much as Fraudci tries his maintain the dis-ease at all cost so as to
continuously push pills or Jab/s for that, is burning out by the light of day from people of all walks of life no matter how different can not
deny this purposely created disaster or unnecessary suffering.  Get Doc & Ronnie's book & Kennedy's book so you have it on hand when
some of those who have been formally captured by the lies start to smell a rat, you can share the books with them. When they are ready for
the light of truth, watch the rats scurry to their holes.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right, right and right!
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Big\etch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Looks like the herd immunity applies to information also . It does not penetrate the "Eeld of quantum manipulation". It is not that such
people as Jordan, Paul and Kennedy do not know the full picture, but it continues to roll on regardless. I see it not unlike the agenda I have
been watching my whole career, where the results of the general health decline has marched on unabated. Seems the only way open to
people like us, is to  continue applying what we know. I feel like Socrates making a return visit....lol You cannot get a peaceful population to
go to war, no more than you can prevent a vulnerable population from growing up on toxic food. As most of us here know, that lifestyle was
not compulsory. Its a consciousness thing. Always was, always will be, and the majority will always be catered for...
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nobody knows the full picture. Some of it yes, all of it no. If these people knew the whole picture they would not look like the way
they do. Even Mr. Kennedy who was born into privilege looks like he ate too much of the ultraprocessed foods. These people, all of
them have metabolic disorders, there is no way they know the full picture. Still I am very, very grateful for their work. They truly help
out build the puzzle. (Most other people destroy the puzzle, at least those are positive contributors to the puzzle of truth, which is
very commendable.) Do you honestly believe that Bill Gates, for example, knows the full picture? The man looks inbred and
unhealthful with clumps of dandruff on his clothes. How can somebody like this know the full picture? He knows his part, most
certainly, not the whole picture. If he knew the whole picture he would not be the way he is.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm sure Black Rock and the Rockefeller's know the whole score. And is it coincidence that Black Rock contains part of Rockefeller's
name?
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Vladimira
Joined On 2/12/2008 4:06:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DebbyW, they might know a big part of the picture of fraud. I doubt they know the whole one. There is so much fraud in India and
China, for example. I doubt they are in the know of every single instance of fraud the world over. It is a huge world. I doubt that the
Rockefeller’s know all the criminal thugs in Bulgaria (my country of origin). In terms of the big picture of life, all these people are
clueless. All of them have degenerated, unattractive bodies. This speaks volumes. Fraud they might know quite a bit, life they
obviously don’t know. Bigsetch, is correct about consciousness. These people operate on a quite low level of consciousness.
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Awesome Post, Bigsetch, always good to read you !!!!!
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lock them up!!!! This is outrageous...Society AND science are being rolled by these two medical criminals!!!
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FlowerGirl1111
Joined On 8/10/2020 2:42:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you honestly think locking up Fauci and Collins is going to stop this madness ? These are only two puppets out of many more
waiting in the wings to advance this satanic agenda until they get what they have planned: Global Genocide
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pipblanc
Joined On 3/17/2012 2:20:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OK here goes: a number of thoughts about the whole Pan(Scam)demic. I do not think that Covid is a scam. I do think that it was targeted
against certain blood groups, in particular AB, which happens to be predominant amongst BAME people. (I am Caucasian, but I am AB
Rhesus - went in the Erst wave) It precipitates or awakens Autoimmune Disease It is a virus that attacks the Lymphatic System, hence the
disastrous effect on the lungs, as it lowers the white blood cell count It is helped by EBV which is endemic in the vast majority of the
population It is also aided by low D3/K2, lack of sunlight, fresh air, poor diet, too much EMF exposure, pessimism,  lack of joy, little social
interaction, Media coercion, TMI, in short: the lack of the conditions of healthy living.

I spent 8 months incapacitated by this virus, I have Omicron for which I am thankful for the extra natural immunity. I have not been
vaccinated as I do not "follow" the Science, because it does not make sense to me to isolate one part of a virus and not use a vaccine which
works systemically. D3, Magnesium, Vit C, ZINC, Ivermectin (which I have not taken), and other aids easily found on line, a positive attitude
which was hard when I was bed ridden, communication with others, and a profound belief that it will all be OK in the end if we stick to our
guns, stay true to our cause, and follow the natural law. I am looking at our Christmas Tree ablaze with lights right now, aware we are facing
one of the greatest crises in the history of mankind, and conEdent that light warriors can over come it, with knowledge, power and
compassion. Namaste, love, light and blessings.
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FlowerGirl1111
Joined On 8/10/2020 2:42:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You left out NAC and Quercetin. Quercetin is phenomenal and works very  fast, in purging viruses. If you had added these
supplements to your daily regime - you would have cut the healing time in half ! Or much less than that. Also green tea, jasmine tea,
lots of garlic and onions, among other things can purge the spike protein from the cells of in your body - also accelerating the
healing process !
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The biggest problem is that the kabal is turning their 5G microwave kill machine on that was designed to be used in conjunction with
the frankenshots full of their experimental genocide causing graphene oxide, graphene hydroxide, nano bot technology, and a bunch
of other garbage that has not been discovered yet. They had to wait for a period of over a year for the people dumb enough to get the
jab for their bodies to be saturated with their poison for their 5G to react with it. Radiation poisoning from 5G is exactly like the
symptoms of their fake virus! (Flu, common cold, etc...)
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree, Pipblanc, something very real was unleashed on us. I have friends with long haul and it is no fun. I’m sorry you went through
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that.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Pippa - how are you doing with the big O?  I'm so hoping you are feeling powerful against it.
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plastictekkie
Joined On 12/28/2008 5:01:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry to hear that it was 8 months!  My wife and I had it before it was named, thought I was dying for 3 days, and for the next 3 or 4
wondered why I hadn't.  With most of the symptoms gone most of the time, we still have long haulers symptoms coming and going
nearly 2 years later.  We upped the D3, Mg, C, Zn, B12, and Boron, and started nebulizing with 1/2% Hydrogen Peroxide.  The latter
made a HUGE difference almost overnight.   Since we cannot get Ivermectin, we recently added NAC and Quercetin.  Trying to follow
the Frontline Docs advice.  Thanx for Ending the positive in the Omicron!  With an attitude like that, you surely will be a survivor.
 Thanx, too for sharing such wisdom.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The truth is outing, bit by bit by bit.  I'm still waiting for the seed crystal that all of a sudden supersaturates the (Enal) solution and brings
about the inevitable genuine Great Reset that is quite unlike what the architects of this great atrocity have in mind.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tell me more!  What do you think begins it?  Blackouts?  Lack of food follows?   Having had plenty of false sags to prep for, hopefully
I'm prepared for when the other shoe drops.  Almond had a great thread this morning on just that subject!
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci's wfe, Christine Grady, RN, has PhD from Georgetown U in DC, subject: "bioethics". She has a job at NIH as such: "bioethicist". She's
never uttered a peep, in print or speech, challenging her husband or his views on the only "correct" vaccine "science" pushed by her
husband. Not a peep. Her salary per federalpay.org is $234K+ in 2020
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BioApathetics!
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the art of war it is critical to understand the enemy, if you catch my drift.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh indeeed.  You NEVER hear of her is right.   But she and hubby were advocating and performing human drug/vaccine
experimentation back in the 80s on AIDS patients, especially in poor African villages where the people had no voice and believed
they were thereto help.    Only NOW are those poor citizens  starting to realize what was done to them.  There is an awareness
movement there now, or at least one was starting before covid came along.     Generations of kids born disformed, disEgured etc.  
They were very deep into it and yes they def work in tandem and always SALIVATED about human trials, going back many decades.  
 Gates was involved back then too.   Those two go way back as well.  SICK!!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lin3741 - YES!  From what I understand from folks who have gone to Libya - they don't trus the WHO as far as they could throw
them... there's a REAL lack of trust - I wish Gates would step off - I hate hearing when he's going to visit Africa!  So far, they've faired
quite well - probably because 330M are on Ivermectin there for Malaria!  Jeesh!
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CMT367
Joined On 10/16/2018 8:46:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Balhawk...yes, I've studied Sun Tzu's ART of War. He doesn't fool around. He says "Don't go to war, but it you must, here's how to
win..."  Excellent ancient wisdom...
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I hope she receives $234K in Zimbabwe Dollahs
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One accepts the "Pseudo Reality of the Bamboozle" perpetrated by The Powers That Be (TPTB) (Power Elite, Deep State, etc.).  Or one
accepts the "Reality of Common Sense" based on individual experiences and the truth.  Learn to play the game, or the game will play you.
We underestimate the TPTB and the hold they have over: our government, banks, media, universities, foundations, and industry.  The
biggest narcissistic psychopathic criminals won't get punished, they will get rewarded. “Dr. Anthony Fauci, chief medical adviser to the
president, is set to receive the largest federal retirement package in U.S. history at $350,000 per year, according to Forbes. | Newsmax”
www.newsmax.com/politics/fauci-governmentagencies/2021/12/28/id/105025..   Thank you, Dr. Mercola and the greater Mercola
community for your tireless Eght to "pull-back-the-curtain" on TPTB.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right BFR...saw that story on the lil fraud's pension plans. To think OUR money goes to support this criminal is hard to swallow.
Perhaps you are right and there is nothing which will be done in holding these types to account. Hard to accept for sure, but I get
what you are insinuating.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And... knowing the scam - it will go to his wife and then his 3 girls .. the USA won't get out of paying that for as long as possible... not
that we have a say in it.  But us common folk, we don't get privileges like that.    To be paid 350K a year ????  Uh huh... like how many
in the USA get paid that EVER?  95% of US households don't get paid that much, but let's go ahead and give it to the biggest killer of
our time - with 35+Million dead from AIDS under his watch and 760,000+ dead from his ineptitude at treating covid.  The SOB.  At
what point do we Ere him?  Oh ya, I guess HE decides if he has a job or not...
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

FBig Pfarma has always been at war with science and at war with cures. Before FBig PFarma, there were many cures for every disease. In
1753, James Lind in A Treatise on the Scurvy, “I do not mean to say that lemon juice and wine are the only remedies for the scurvy; this
disease, like many others, may be cured by medicines of very different and opposite qualities to each other.” His claims have been
supported and challenged by many. Still, today, there is no scientiEcally nor medically recognized proof of a cure for scurvy. Why not? It’s
not a failure to understand scurvy. It’s a failure to study and understand cure. Scurvy CURED is not medically deEned. So no cures can be
proven.

It is not trivial to deEne scurvy cured - but there is not scientiEc interest. There is also no scientiEc interest in deEning COVID Cured. Cures
and their scientiEc study have been shamed out of existence by FBig Pfarma. FBig Pfarma approved drugs make no claim to cure any
disease and even antibiotics are marketed as "treatments" not cures, as if "cures are impossible to prove." Unfortunately, given the fact that
there is no scientiEc deEnition of cured. No medical practice, conventional or alternative has any theory of cure, much less a
comprehensive theory that can be applied to all curable diseases. We know how to cure COVID. We know many ways to cure COVID. When
we look closer, applying the theory of cure, we see that COVID-19 consists of many curable illnesses, each of which has many cures. We
can cure the infection. We can promote healing of the damage to organs and the nervous systems. We can cure ARDS and cytokine storms.
We can cure COVID pneumonia, even COVID PTSD. Cured is not deEned. So no cure can be recognized scientiEcally. Prevention (with toxic
patented drugs) is always better (to FBig Pfarma marketers) than cure. It's a convenient lie. Only cures cure. True cures, require the active
participation of health. Pfatented Pdrugs are PFake.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There once was a time when homeopathic and naturopathic and naturopathic medicinal plants and herb's were curing everything.
Doctors were making, buying, or sending people to apothecary pharmacy's to have their medicines made. That all was destroyed
when rockefeller decided that he was going to buy up all of the medical universities and force the end of doctors CURING disease by
natural medicines, and make doctors use his newly discovered use of petroleum based drugs that were POISON to the human body
and start the "drug roller coaster"  that we have today! It is far past time that ALL of these family's (rich kabala families like
rockefellers) are arrested, charged with crimes against humanity, and executed.....ALL OF THEM. FRAUDCHEE, clown schwab, soros,
clintons, gates, bushes, trump's, and all the rest of the terrorists will be executed accordingly also.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A clever scam that plays on human foibles.  Why go through all the trouble to live a healthy lifestyle when you can just pop a pill or
get a shot?   But wishful thinking is notoriously ineffective at healing.
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is a very cleverly “war gamed” situation that the global elite have set in place over decades. I used to wonder how they were getting so
many puppets to do their bidding, but it looks like there is a gamebook of strategies…bribery, convincing them the end justiEes the means,
blackmailing them after getting them to sleep with a 15 year old…whatever works… and then of course we have controlled opposition in
both politics and media to give the masses a sense of “choice”, opinion etc…but it is all coming from one and the same source. Omicron
looks to be engineered, and the beautiful irony is that it might just end this pandemic at long last, but they will milk it for all it is worth Erst.

This war (on ordinary humans) is being fought on so many levels it is actually mind-boggling. Identity and sense of gender/race/self in our
kids, toxins/GMO/vaxx we are exposed to, the Enancial system we are locked into, the fake and corrupt political system, the media
brainwashing…it is a lot.  I used to think Good and Evil were oversimpliEed, black and white terms, and yes, there is a bit of each in most of
us, but I now see that I must strongly commit to faith and align myself to good (and to God) in preparation for what is to come. We certainly
live in incredible times. Blessings to you all!
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Four from China show up at Botswana, Africa and like magic "Omicron" appears.  Robert Malone is spot on when he hints at it being a lab
creation.
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well after he killed over 100,000 people over the HIV scam I would put nothing past him. He experimented with the dangerous AIDS drugs
on orphaned minority children. He tortured them with this drug putting feeding tubes in when they would not take the meds. He is a sick
human and burning in hell is too good for him.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen!  And his wife is no better.   MRS. F and hubs… HUGE advocates of using poor people in Africa as their lab rats.  And yes 100%
correct for the most part started w AIDS “human trials”.     Whats going on now i bet he never dared to DREAM wd come true.   But he
hooked up w just the right crazies and here we all are.  Living Hitlers wet dream.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Where is the karma?  That was 30 years ago, and he has only reEned his strategy.  No one has put a stop to him.  The injury is global
now and includes children.  It really is amazing with what is known that lawsuits are not being Eled and won.  You try and avoid
paying a parking ticket and see how that goes.  Parking ticket vs. crimes against humanity?  The injustice is cataclysmic!
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is there anyone else who is at their limit with the utter lack of accountability with Fauci and Collins? How is it remotely possible they are not
in jail not to mention still enthusiastically spewing their deceptive fraudulent science to the people who pay their salary? 22 closes in
now....when?
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

POWER.  Handed down via MONEY.  the money of CRAZY EUGENICISTS AND TECHNOCRATS, Big pharm, big govt., the central
banks, wealthy communist countries, corrupt broken systems and branches of govt, and crazy mega monopolies such as Vanguard,
Black Rock with their sick agendas.  Sadly those with the most money have ALLLLL the power, and their own billions warp their
minds.  So in general the world is being run and ruled by CERTIFIABLY CRAZY ULTRA RICH PEOPLE WHO HATE EVERYONE AND
ANYTHING GOOD.   THEY ALSO HATE GOD, AND ANYTHING NATURAL, INCLUDING NATURAL HEALTH AND ESPECIALLY NATURAL
IMMUNITY.

Oh, and they have HUGE cajones too.   Usually crazy demented people have a lot more cajones than good folks.   sadly, they tend to
get what they want bc everyone is more than wiling to sell out to them.  Thats why fauxch will never go away, or Gates, etc.    Key is
they control the media and every worker in the mainstream media is corrupt beyond repair.  theres no going back.  too many sell
outs!   And if one person doesn’t sell out there are plenty behind them who will.   not a pretty picture but those are some of the major
dots imo.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lin....so your telling me there's a chance :)
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ha Ha.  Cute one.  But I do hope so.  And Hope it’s more than 1 in a million.   : ).
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

yes, it is hard to believe in a country with millions of people such as the U.S. with so many highly educated and intelligent
professionals in many arenas, that some have not come forward to bring this to an end.  Where are the warriors, the real heroes not
the phony virtue signalers?  Yes, McCullough is one for sure, and RFK Jr, and Mercola etc...we need many more brave people with
money and clout to use their leverage to turn this around.  Can't understand why it is not happening.  Is there any billionaire out there
who thinks this maybe a worthy cause and is willing to make freedom more of a priority than space trips for the wealthy?
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Money [gold and silver coinage] is good. Evil is Phaque money- paper, abstract, electronic, imaginary. Phaque money can be printed,
real money can be minted, but not printed. Real money makes a sound when it hits the ground- that is why it's called SOUND MONEY
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manimalagon
Joined On 12/29/2021 8:34:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

#VaxPass + #CBDC = #serfdom
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need to call this cov-insanity what it is: Crimes Against Humanity! Anyone, who believes that this entire planet has been
Ravaged/Attacked" by a "Deadly" 'cold' virus for the past 2 years, millions are dying; and the only way to stay "safe", is to be injected with
nanobots; shot after shot after shot... I'm still looking to sell that Big Beautiful Bridge!
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Spence
Joined On 5/2/2009 11:17:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci admitted on Elm that he adds a couple of extra diseases to the fear porn every year to pad his budget.  He is the epitome of evil.
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mni3972
Joined On 12/9/2013 5:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Won't disagree on the epitome of evil part, but every exec needs to ensure their budget can sustain work even with the cuts that
seem to happen along the way.  They pad with things that no one will debate which in Fauci's case would be things that fearful things
that Enancial people would be scared to cut.  This is standard.  Actually implementing fear thought the world, not standard but for
his investors priceless.  Unless you cut off drugging people endlessly as a good Enancial investment, there will always be this drug
push and if Fauci is taken down, another controlled people will take that evil seat.  Say no, force no, get everyone to say no... which
means no investment.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/29/2021 6:58:51 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM
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His day's are numbered. Mark my word this B.S. is coming to an end soon.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/29/2021 7:18:22 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

bahmi0
Joined On 8/13/2010 8:00:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci and Collins were shills for WEF and NWO. They were inferior feeling freakazoids and needed periodic pats on the head to reinforce
their feelings of inadequacy. Fauci always wanted to score by producing a vaccine that everybody had to take, thus enhancing the little
man's teeny tiny ego. Some day, Fauci and Collins will pay for their ruthlessness and murderous outlook on the human race. I'd favor a ra�e
that would choose 6 trained expert marksmen to ready, aim, and Ere at these 2 clowns against the wall richly deserve.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/29/2021 7:08:27 PM
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JAKMVX
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:43:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The evidence abounds. Our federal public health agencies have degenerated into a criminal racketeering operation. No politician, no major
media outlet, and few academic voices will be heard. If they speak out, the protection racket will respond, killing the cash cow they have
come to depend on. It’s time that we, the citizens of this nation, lean heavily on the prosecutors who are duty-bound to protect our rights, to
convene grand jury investigations. It would be funny if it weren’t so serious, to watch the political theater of Sen. Rand Paul “going after”
Fauci. Paul won’t dare touch the egregious consicts of interest these agencies have intertwined themselves with the industry they are
supposedly regulating. A smart politician wouldn’t dare kill the goose that lays the golden egg. Nor will the media outlets and medical
journals. The campaign Enance, lobbying, and advertising revenues are too massive.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/29/2021 6:06:25 PM
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bahmi0
Joined On 8/13/2010 8:00:59 AM
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Rand and his old man are both highly favorably disposed toward Israhell. Hey, shekels spend, too.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/29/2021 7:12:22 PM
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I cannot BELIEVE the statement shown in the Erst video of what our own WHITE HOUSE posted on its website to the general public!   (If you
didn’t watch  it, basically patting the “vaxxed” on the head saying we will get through this, then second paragraph, “for the UNVACCINATED
you will face a terrible winter and cause death and have death in your families”). Not an exact quote bc i cd not cut and paste but basically
was the message.  It’s truly even di�cult to believe.    Its toward the end around minute 25.   Appears in a small white frame.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the Ron Paul Report (video above) they put up a "fear porn" quote from the Drudge Report.  Drudge (who listens to him anymore) says
"Ominous, USA fears million cases a day".  He and others like him should read this quote from Marie Curie: "Nothing in life is to be feared, it
is only to be understood.  Now is the time to understand more, so that we may fear less."
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It will come to a point soon that fraud-chee will get lynched by the people if he is not arrested by the corrupt government. It's coming.
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

big47846 I agree I am mad as hell at these people for damaging and killing some good friends who were overly trusting of the health
system. I imagine these people will try to  stay well out of our way.
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JackSS
Joined On 6/26/2021 3:25:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci deserves the same fate as his mentor Mussolini.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All eyes would be best focused on active protests the EU, speciEcally protests in Austria and Germany. Watch that area and stay
current. If this blows up as I suspect it will, active citizen pressure may cause the EU to fall apart...for whatever the reason, Its not
happenin' in nearly the same manner here in the US, not yet anyway.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bc Americans for the most part were raised to believe in and trust their govt.  believe their govt was GOOD.  etc etc.   bc at one point
it was!   but EU nations know better and are more quick to be suspicious of govt and act on things.  Americans are too lazy too. Just
want to “get jabbed and get on w their life”.  I.e bury their heads n the sand.  And it will all “go away”.   Thats why its going to take
something very BIG to light a Ere under their azzes so they take action.  Then again who knows, half of them actually on the same
side as govt!
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nan6449
Joined On 11/11/2018 10:26:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How much longer can they drag this *** show on?!!
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Until the sheeple say enough. Don't hold your breath.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well according to Lin above it's game over
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM
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Sorry…I was having kind of a moment.   ACTUALLY, i do believe more people ARE waking up to all this.   We don’t see it of course but
there are plenty of good people with the power who can, and are trying to bring awareness and justice.   Stay strong all!   It’s getting
so ridiculous that fauxcheese will eventually go down and then the rest of the dominos will fall.   Their desperate attempts are
exposing their own stupidity, and they are only making mockeries of themselves.
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Until the host is completely dead and can support Jewry no more.   Until the fake money is at long last refused
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darmarmot
Joined On 2/16/2021 3:58:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Collins is not the Christian he claims he is.  Obviously.  Special place in hell.  I have an MD but have not practiced since 98.  Victim of the
system and propaganda.  Look forward to judgement.  I'm sorry I went along.  *** brought over and inEltrated CIA.  They are Satan
worshippers.  They employed similar tactics here like Goebbels giving every household in Germany a radio.  Rockefellers instituted the
allopathic model and pushed drugs and vaccines.  Revelation 18 says the merchants of Mystery Babylon deceived the world by their
pharmakia.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

" I have an MD but have not practiced since 98. " There's always room for another alternative practitioner. An Integrative practice
crosses my mind. Quality over quantity. www.ifm.org/End-a-practitioner   ~~
 draxe.com/health/top-50-functional-integrative-medical-doctors/
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Every one of those evil minions, are Luciferian to the core! Their actions deEne who they are.
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crookedtree4gmail.com
Joined On 8/19/2020 1:30:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have the study now!!! www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8627252
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Misemoi
Joined On 1/31/2021 2:33:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This pandemic has been a missed opportunity to study the effectiveness of herd immunity against blanket vaccination. It's criminal . I recall
Fauci saying naturally acquired immunity didn't last as long as the vaccine and thought this goes against everything I ever learnt about
gaining natural immunity as opposed to vaccine  this virus will do what it's going to do. It doesn't make sense locking down all of society.
Thus is what happened with airlines too where were forced to queue for hours and be searched intimidated when thers no logical reason for
it.

You can go board a ferry that hold 1000s of people and no one pats you down to see if you're carrying a bomb. It's totally irrational has
made sying a nightmare. Now I can't go into a cafe in my local town and sit down without a vaccine passport but I'm not going to conform
to this madness . People are so easily controlled lied to as is done with the use of drugs with side effects that are worse than the perceived
illness. I'm talking about stayins another huge experiment and multimillion proEt maker for big pharma.

Medicine is about proEt not care esp in USA a capitalist greedy uncaring country where wealth determines everything. The real killer in this
epidemic is obesity its why usa has highest number of deaths I'm younger age groups . But it's not even mentioned because obesity is also
about greed making money by poisoning people with unhealthy food that's destroying agriculture and environment . Beefburgers are cancer
inducing esp bowel cancer which is on the rise in Western society with younger and younger people dying .....
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robbie2u
Joined On 6/29/2011 11:51:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How untrustworthy is the heart of man. It is a reason why I think a higher power will never stride along side man but require man to step it
up. It is rumored  that the un-vaccinated will not receive fair consideration as a vaccinated in medical attention or any priority  based on
them purposely putting them selves in harms way of the virus. The arm chair musing by those seeking righteous indignation leave part of
their brain on the dinner table for us to feast. So lets feast.

What is the logic of giving often immediate and impressive attention to  our contact sports heroes who through intentional and deliberate
participation injure themselves for money or pleasure? I could go on and on since we live in civilization and subject to its risks. From a
mountain hermit's put of view the city people deserve everything they get and can say so with great indignation and contempt watching
crime, drugs and violence. So the righteous mountain hermit has just as good an argument to poo poo city people who put themselves in
harm's way by living in crowded unequal spaces just as the vaccine pushers do to the un-vaccinated.
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StandFastPats
Joined On 1/24/2021 1:32:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Read and weep at the accuracy ... stevekirsch.substack.com/p/how-the-game-is-played?r=o7iqo&utm_camp..
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

World Health Organization Global Vaccine Action Plan annual report 2020
 apps.who.int/iris/bitstream/handle/10665/337433/9789240014329-eng.pdf
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a joke.   Just trying to play God.
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desertdan
Joined On 7/4/2008 9:44:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The CDC should be renamed the "Center for Disease Collaboration and Prevarication"!
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

aapsonline.org/bidens-bounty-on-your-life-hospitals-incentive-payments..
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.who.int/teams/immunization-vaccines-and-biologicals/strategies/glo..
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lordbasil
Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would like to hear from the Doctors on the front line of this epidemic. The ones attempting to treat the COVID and its mutations. These
Doctors have to tell the relatives of patients that have just died of one form of COVID or another. Are they following a set procedure
governed by the FDA? Or are they free to use any treatment that has shown it works on other patients. How many have put people on
ventilators for extended treatment? Ventilators have a mixed review. I have been told by people in authority that it is like running a marathon
every day you are on one. Doesn't sound like a good path to take to me. The prohibitive cost comes into it also. So much so that people with
money are often sent to the wallet cleaners by the approved hospital procedures.

With a problem called the 80% paid by Medicare and the rest is on your head to pay. Sometimes on a bill well over 150,000. Even if with a
secondary insurance that amounts to a great deal of money regardless of if you survive or if you do not. Does the FDA approve secondary
treatments that may keep the COVID from ever reaching that critical level? Or are they in bed with the medical thieves of our society? No
one expected me to live in 2018 with a lethal kidney infection and being on a ventilator for 3 weeks as I was unable to breathe on my own.

HAD LOADS OF PRAYER FROM SOME REALLY DECENT CHRISTIANS IN CHURCHES IN THE AREA. God decides. No matter what else
happens. God also works behind the scenes. It is God's Will that chooses for whom the Bell Tolls. Compared with that, most of our science
and most of our medicine is on a level with a witch doctor. Many years ago, I taught Christian young women conversational English in a
Catholic Girl's High School while stationed in South Korea during the Vietnam consict. I was no saint. But I kept their reputations safe by
complete chaperone services of the local Principal and Catholic Priest while I was with them. The priest noticed I was looking fatigued.
Panax Ginseng.
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lordbasil
Joined On 3/11/2007 1:57:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Panax Ginseng is a semi-steroid similar to but different from aspirin. It works against fatigue. I asked the hospital
administrator/doctor to continue it. They would not allow it as it was not FDA approved. Suddenly after 3 weeks, I came awake. Still
could not breath. But within 3 days, I was off the ventilator. Within about a week, I was sent to a nursing home for rehab and recovery.
That was a miracle. No one expected me to live. I give credit to God for my recovery. I am 79 years old from this last August. I
arranged to complete my Christian way of life with a Baptism and my wife joined me in this. The people in South Korea honor their
seniors. Often they keep them on Panax Ginseng. They live an average of about 10 years longer than we do on this treatment. I
believe that God does not discriminate between people of Catholic Faith or Protestant Faith. He picks people not their beliefs. As
long as they follow God our God answers prayers.

Many years I corresponded and prayed with that Catholic Priest in a South Korean High School. And very often prayers were
answered. That Ginseng should be standard operating procedure for any doctor in this country. Some may have allergy reactions and
that is an exception that makes the rule.  What I End is most doctors are in business to make money anyway they can. They are more
business people than medical doctors in many cases. That worship of money is a direct violation of their oath of being a doctor. So if
something works, this country will not allow an individual doctor to use it to treat people. I think it is the same story in many places
around the world. As opposition to the pharmacy industry, they do need checks and balances against what they do. Good Work, Dr.
Mercola.
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gaylezpc
Joined On 7/31/2009 10:47:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Word needs to get out that Wired magazine and The Nation are not to be trusted. Who are the journalists? They need to be named and
shamed.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right, I started making a list of the names of journalists contributing to the lies, because I thought in the future they need to be called
out.  Other priorities took over and I did not continue.  I have written to several asking why they are not being truthful.  I also wrote to
Pro Publica asking why they are not reporting on the information that RFK Jr. has written about.  Have not received a reply.  The fact
they don't cover it shows their hypocrisy.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There ARE no more journalists any more, only sell-out puppets.
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fra1531
Joined On 10/25/2016 8:39:07 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fauci and Collins are murderers.  They need to go to prison and let their fellow prisoners have at them.  How many more people will die at
the hands of these evil people?
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We're living in a dystopian movie, and the really sad part is, we're only halfway through. The long-term side effects of the 'vaccine' haven't
fully kicked in. If an uprising doesn't happen, this country, this planet will be unrecognizable in a decade.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've resigned myself to the inevitability that this planet will be unrecognizable in a decade.  And I fully expect for the better, in
day-to-day terms... for the small percentage of healthy survivors.   Which may be the intent of all this, but an atrocity is an atrocity.
 Some may say "the end justiEes the means," but I see billions of very horriEc ends, and can only but hope as many of us who are
aware as possible emerge in good health.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Nobody knows the long term side effects, but there are signs that there will be genetic damage, heart damage and immune damage.
 It is terrifying, and doubtful those who took it will make the connection.  Their doctors certainly won't.
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kayasred
Joined On 1/15/2008 10:39:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The sheep will not hear any of this and my not believe it if they do unless there tribal leaders speaking to them through CNN,
ABC,NBC,MSNBC and the like are to speak the truth  !
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rjk6619
Joined On 10/2/2018 11:29:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's all about Money and control period.  Vaccines (especially the covid vaccine) are intended to destroy not prevent.    Fauci has sipped
more times than former Presidential candidate John (master sipper) Kerry.   Fauci and Collins are the kind of doctors who are always being
sued for medical malpractice and in this case both should be charged with creating purposeful confusion aka LIES and sued for false
information malpractice.   In their corner are the duds of D.C and Hollywood elites who want to keep working so they also lie to remain in
their mega million mansions for making terrible movies.   The incorrectly named 'educational institutes of higher learning' are another farce
(funded by taxpayer dollars) who along with the lunatics of drive by media spend day in and out fabricating more lies.   Once again this plan
of population destruction has been in play for many many decades and is Biological Warfare PERIOD!

The laws of Nature prohibit these criminal activities and the guilty sentence along with punishment will be handed down.  It may not appear
that way however it is the law of the universe.  No matter ones beliefs there exist a much higher power that makes the Enal decision and it
will be rendering that decision soon.   As for those of us who are being treated as diseased lepers (just ask Joe) we have not learned that
each one of us must carry a cross also.  Remember that saying;  It's not wise to fool mother nature.
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carolmalaysia
Joined On 5/30/2011 9:29:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have read the promotional advertisements that cruise ships put out. It goes something like this: "All of our workers have been vaccinated.
Anyone who wishes to take a cruise on our line must show proof of vaccination. If you don't have that proof you will not be allowed on our
ship and you will have to return home at your own expense."  Cruise ships are an enclosed environment and prove that the "vaccines" don't
work.  From Axios:

Over 85 cruise ships under CDC investigation following COVID outbreaks The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) on Tuesday
said it is actively investigating or observing 86 cruise ships following COVID-19 outbreaks on board. Why it matters: The Omicron variant
has driven up infections across the U.S., upending vacation plans and disrupting travel. The new strain is the latest sign of the pandemic's
hold on the cruise line industry. The industry, which was an early epicenter for coronavirus outbreaks, staged a comeback in September,
with several preventative measures in place to curb the spread of the virus. Details: The CDC has started investigating 38 ships, and has
already investigated 48 additional vessels, which remain "under observation," according to its update. The affected cruise lines include
Disney, Carnival, Royal Caribbean and Norwegian.... www.axios.com/over-85-cruise-ships-under-cdc-investigation-following-c..
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guess that "vaccine" I call the quackcine is not working so well.
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lin3741
Joined On 7/31/2014 12:32:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And the CDC (SeedyC) will say whatever Ets the tired old covid narrative, not the real facts or truth.   What’s new.  Can’t believe
anyone even pays attention to them any more.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is more hazardous to be with a closed group of vaccinated people than non vaccinated people it seems.
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vtechnc
Joined On 5/25/2016 9:46:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

esecallum Do you have more information on the 3 inch ball
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When will the evil Fauci and his collaborators in planetary genocide be held accountable for their many crimes?  How can they remain
"untouchable"?
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When the angry mobs of people who come to realize they've been taken on a train ride to hell get big enough and come out with
pitchforks and shotguns, kicking justice old school.  That's when.
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dad2boys9600
Joined On 9/8/2010 6:11:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It appears Francis Collins is using his BioLogos platform to push his agenda. I was thinking that his resignation was a sign that his
conscience was working on him. Apparently not.
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svmeyer
Joined On 11/3/2009 8:22:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If I can't remember my science, I will bring science down. Fauci Who cares if everyone else can remember? Isn't that what Hitler attempted
to do when he ordered all books that spoke against his ideology, destroyed.  We have now come 360 on these principles.
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gary bgg
Joined On 10/19/2008 4:43:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

IF these "red-sags" are so apparent, IF there is so much "evidence", IF professionals in the health Eeld as well as in public o�ce know "this
is going on" and there is "proof".......Erst thing that comes to my mind is: Why is nothing done about it? Why do those of professional
knowledge, credible knowledge, high moral standards, political and professional positions not standing together to bring everything to light
to all in the world???? And press charges???? There is power in numbers. Power in numbers has always prevailed against dictators, evil
kings/rulers, against the rich and powerful. Why is this not occurring?????????
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Big\etch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is nothing new. The difference is, there is access to more sophisticated manipulation technology. Those dictators have always
showed up over the millennia, with the idea of ruling the world. You could ask the same question of why it was always the few who
turned millions against each other with the resulting mass mutual slaughter. At least this has not turned into a hot war.
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Hercster
Joined On 1/6/2021 8:14:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Because everyone wants to be safe, and everyone wants to pay their mortgage. This is the time in human history when we put our
safety ( fear) ahead of freedom, ahead of the safety of our kids. Sad time to be alive.
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Forest6
Joined On 12/13/2021 3:33:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Get on quora with some of these facts. I was getting bashed so hard i gave up in the end. It was just making me miserable.Every day it
seems they ask a question ready for a pro vax answer. No other response is acceptable.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I left for that reason ... I thought it was a great venue for a while - but man oh man it's discouraging.  We can try and plant seeds, but
the other side doesn't take that tact at all.  To their own deEcit!
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Butch1942
Joined On 9/6/2011 3:35:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Francis Collins has an outstanding and commendable career serving under several presidents who had regard and respect for his
integrity and scientiEc knowledge.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Presidents don't understand science.  Not a good yardstick!
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david48
Joined On 8/25/2009 9:10:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good article, and quite revealing /informative. Unfortunately, also quite dismaying! What a state we're in. I have a somewhat off-topic
question here:  A friend of a friend got clobbered pretty bad with COVID, apparently.  (Despite being "vaccinated" and probably "boosted"
also.) He has many symptoms, including brain fog and being very easily exhausted - by any sort of physical exertion. I've already forwarded
info. about FLCCC to him. I've been wondering, in the short run at least, if him taking several key supplements might help give him at least a
slight vitality boost. Examples: Liposomal Glutathione, high-quality B Complex, Ubiquinol for the energy boost.  And Liposomal Vit. C for
Eghting the infection that I believe is still in his body (despite him declaring that he's "getting better").  Anyone here have any suggestions
for a superior (or really good) brand of Glutathione? - in a form that can be easily tolerated (he's elderly).  I know superior brands of the
other supplements, but I can't seem to End the 'ultimate' best Glutathione product. Any suggestions?
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chuxtuff
Joined On 5/22/2016 12:00:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

L-Lysine 1000MG twice a day along with Vitamin C, D, Zinc, Quercetin and whatever you'd like to add from your list will CURE Covid.
Doing the nebulizer with hydrogen peroxide and iodine routine like has been discussed here will also help the cure along. Good
luck...
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NAC - I'm told Glutathione will go straight through, but NAC is the precursor and the highest quality I've found so far (for nerve
damage especially) would be the Blue Bonnet brand?  But that's just what I've heard.  For all I know, all NAC could be alike.  This is
the one I've been using and I CAN tell a difference.  It's also a capsule with powder in it - I got one from NSP and it's hard, like a horse
pill.  The thing that concerns me is your friend's heart.  Maybe to take that insammation down - something like curcumin?  I'm not a
doc, but I know it worked on me for insammation - but those are also not all alike...
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Reducing insammation is key to removing brain fog.  Remove all sugars, processed grains and food from diet to reduce
insammation. Basically he can eat- all the green leafy veggies he wants, berries, clean protein, no sausages, cured meats etc.  Not
additives or artiEcial anything. Drink water devoid of chemicals. Most alcohol is out.  vodka is ok, no mixers. If weight loss is not a
goal, add good fats like, butter, heavy whipping cream and non GMO oils like grapeseed.  Unless you are sure the olive oil you buy is
not counterfeit I do not recommend as the added oils GMO soy in most instances.  

This is the diet I adopted in 2005 to heal myself from Lyme and co-infections.   The insammation reduced within days giving relief.  It
took months, years to heal my brain.  I added Magnesium for brain and nervous system health. I also have been taking D C Zinc and
Lysine for 15 years to boost my immune system.  I also take turmeric to reduce insammation.  Stay hydrated to allow the body to
purge toxins. I had a mild case of COVID in 2/2020.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Also I suggest black seed cumin which is mentioned as a substitute for ivermectin.  Also D3 with K2 (not lower than 10,000
units)...and melatonin.  I took 80 mg of melatonin 20 mg 4X’s daily.  Also the zinc may be better if liquid.  Make sure the C is at least
3,000 mg.  Remember these high dosages are only until one feels better then wean off.  I took 1,000 of quercetin for three days and
the melatonin i weaned from the fourth day until I got to 10 mg.  

I mentioned that I was down for three days, but on the third felt so much better.  But I did everything ( including food grade hydrogen
peroxide)  And not everything was mentioned here; especially the dosages on a short duration that was from other articles.  The one
of the melatonin came from the Philippines as doctors were seeing incredible turnarounds with the 40 to 80 mg daily.  Then an
article published by the Epoch Times mentioned the curative powers for all viral of melatonin but the article mentioned smaller
doses.  

Have to state again that I am so amazed at how people who are so afraid of this have no protocol to follow if they do get sick.
 NONE.  The ones that do seem to do so much better treating from home.  But people do not lay in bed; get up and move you will do
better and so air out your bedrooms and change bedding.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/29/2021 5:23:37 AM
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NEBULIZE NAC!  I tried it on a hunch, it worked... here's a study to back it up.  I dissolved half a 750mg cap pure NAC in water, inhale
through mouth/nose..cough a bit at Erst..continue 5min.   Alternate at different times w H2O2/iodine....NAC orally too, note rising
dosages w severity of illness..not just covid but any lung issue including COPD/cancers....This is a pure redox
application...Peroxide/iodine oxidize pathogens/debris,  then NAC provokes glutathione; fast antioxidant reduction to power lung
phages/neutrophils as it thins mucus to turn a dry cough into a productive cleansing cough.  Pay attention people, this is about the
tenth time I've posted this valuable tip.  Megadose both NAC and Vitamin C to overwhelm insammation/oxidative stress.
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7649937
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bee70578
Joined On 1/24/2014 4:03:10 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

david-48 Not recovering from Omicron as well as expected I tried some Mercola brand PQQ and Berberine this morning which has
made quite a difference already.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NAC, Glutathione, Astaxanthin, Quercetin, Rutin, (helps quercetin work better), Vitamin D3, Vitamin C, Lugol's Iodine (2% to 5%), Black
seed oil, and CDS is AWESOME! Also H2O2 35% solution by volume. Buy Madison Cavanaugh's book titled "The one minute cure"
cover to cover 4 times and follow her protocol to the "T". I got rid of my skin cancer with it.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

David, you can go onto the FLCCC website and look for their i-Recover protocol. They also have doctors available for tele-medicine.
So many ways to skin this, so little time to review all...Forbidden Healing outlined the protocol I used NAC orally and nebulized,
alternating with nebulized H2O2. Regardless, If you want high power lipo glutathione and lipo C, have been using Chris Shades'
Quicksilver brand since the plandemic was Erst called. These are easy peasy to take, will most likely work well with any elderly,
simple pumps. Need to be kept cool. I also take Dr M's lipo C, effects are not the same..so I alternate through the day. Available
online.
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kev8395
Joined On 7/4/2013 5:50:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Best pure glutathione is Altrient liposomal....not cheap but best quality. www.altrient.com/liposomal-glutathione   As others have
said there are also great precursors to glutathione which you should invest in. Good luck. PS. To rid the body of nearly ALL
pathogens take a QUALITY zeolite such as  zeolite clinoptilolite.....widely available online but PLEASE check reviews to buy a good
one and not just some MLM scam. DON'T buy zeolite liquids/sprays as they are a marketing scam. Buy the pure NANOLISED powder
and simply mix with Eltered water. Be prepared for headaches and joint aches and pains for a few days depending on your individual
toxicity levels. Usually for most poeple, on day 3 things get pain free....keep going every day....forever. Clinoptilolite will remove any
metal from the body including graphene oxide/hydroxide and anything harmful to the organism. IMO this is an essential supplement
for detoxing the vax poisons.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been treating my family for the past several days with the Brownstein protocol, round the clock I am giving D3, zinc with
quercetin, lots of vitamin C, one tab of NAC (precursor of Glutathione) a day, krill oil tab, Black currant drops, Briar rose drops,
elderberry drops, Stamets 7 extract immune support drops, Biocidin drops, and one gel tab of Candi bactin-AR a day (to protect
against secondary bacterial infection).   My son improved dramatically after day three (yesterday), weak now, but doing much better.
 It is lasting much longer for husband who took all the gene shots, giving him apple pectin also.
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david48
Joined On 8/25/2009 9:10:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you - fellow Mercolians - for all the excellent suggestions.  I copied and pasted them all (for after this content all disappears).
Thanks especially to Forbidden Healing, rrealrose, big47846, lovestosing6, bowgirl, nothingsound, chuxstuff, sio6474.  Many great
ideas suggested. Some will also help a few other people I know. Some will probably help me, too. I'm right on the verge of regularly
nebulizing H2O2; I've got most of the ingredients already (incl. Nebulizer), just waiting for a little more equipment (such as small
funnels and better bottles for short term storage of Saline / H2O2 in fridge, in such a way that I don't have to exactingly measure
each and every time of use!) to facilitate ease of doing it.  Nebulizing NAC is a new one on me.  I will be sure to look into it. Thanks
again for the kind responses.
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mikies
Joined On 7/18/2009 11:08:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

After reading this article, this came to mind:  Running someone out of town on a rail involves tying them to a rail or fence post and then
riding them about town with the rail supported on the shoulders of two men, the goal being to humiliate the individual so that they either
join your side or leave town [leave the country]. Sometimes they are tarred and feathered Erst and other times they are stripped naked. They
might be forced to sit astride the rail, which would be particularly painful on some sensitive areas, or they might have their hands and feet
bound to the rail and then be carried hanging underneath the rail. (On the latter method, think of the way the cannibals carried people back
to their camps in all the B movies and you’ll get the picture.)
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celesstconnectyahoo.com
Joined On 4/4/2013 3:44:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

does anyone have the set-up for the hydrogen peroxide therapy w/ nebulizer?
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david48
Joined On 8/25/2009 9:10:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do an Internet search (DuckDuckGo) of this:  dr mercola nebulized peroxide protocol lew rockwell and you'll probably End what you're
looking for.  One good example: www.lewrockwell.com/2021/02/joseph-mercola/nebulized-peroxide-a-simple..  There are others
who recommend H2O2 - Saline Solution mixture nebulization (a.k.a. Hydrogen Peroxide therapy), and there are variations in their
"recipes" (Enal concentrations) recommended.
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david48
Joined On 8/25/2009 9:10:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another result, which seems to be easier to read, is this: www.spiritofchange.org/nebulized-peroxide-a-simple-remedy-for-covid-19..
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CriticalDfence9
Joined On 12/29/2021 12:39:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Has anyone considered the Enancial ramiEcations of this on the Feds? Social Security is basically broke and the Treasury has been
mismanaged for decades... What better way to extend the life of their programs than to "thin the herd" of current and future beneEciaries???
Between that and Gates & Schwab's wet dream of a technocratic future managed by them (because they're smarter, right?), the nefarious
underpinnings of this program starts to come into sharper focus... Resist it all and protest like our lives depend on it, because they do...
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM
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Internet of Bodies information bioengineeringcommunity.nature.com/posts/using-crispr-to-electrically-..  ~  www.rand.org/.../RR3226.html
 ~  www.technocracy.news/beyond-iot-and-5g-internet-of-bodies-or-iob/  ~ 
www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/06/internet-of-bodies-covid19-recovery-gov..  ~ www3.weforum.org/.../WEF_IoB_brieEng_paper_2020.pdf
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MaxDuncan
Joined On 8/15/2021 9:23:21 AM
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You ain't seen nothin yet. www.naturalnews.com/2021-12-29-globalist-corporations-seizing-american..  ~ www.intrinsicexchange.com
 ~ unlimitedhangout.com/2021/10/investigative-reports/wall-streets-takeov..  ~
www.esgtoday.com/nyse-to-list-new-asset-class-for-natural-asset-compan..
 ~ www.naturalnews.com/2021-12-06-navigator-heartland-greenway-using-emin..
 ~ www.survivethenews.com/navigator-heartland-greenway-using-eminent-doma..  ~ https://heartlandgreenway.com/
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OakBluffs
Joined On 6/21/2012 8:34:05 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is not the same article as Monday's (the title is the same:  "Fights Covid like Hydroxychloroquine...") and shame on me for not printing
the Monday article.  How do we obtain Dr. Mercola's protocol now? Praises to Dr. Mercola - way ahead of his time.  Reading him for 17
years.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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Try checking archive articles posted on Lew Rockwell's website.
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kev8395
Joined On 7/4/2013 5:50:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you have missed saving any of Dr M's articles due to the 48 hour fascism targeting then you can usually End them all saved on
lewrockwell.com www.lewrockwell.com/columnists   (all authors) lewrockwell.wpengine.com/.../joseph-mercola
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is it with the GOP and peeps like Jordan suggesting to the CDC they do something wise for a change? Is he that delusional?
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kev8395
Joined On 7/4/2013 5:50:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It makes me wonder who is and who isn't controlled opposition.
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mni3972
Joined On 12/9/2013 5:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would also love to see not only the longer term study on vax verses natural immunity,  the (initially) shorter term study of vax verses
optimizing vitamin d study (maybe one exists?). Wonder if China also has the results of the vit c IV's they gave to eliminate their covid tents
at the beginning of the o�cial pandemic...?  I saw initial results before those data feeds were... restricted and they looked awesome.
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MsBean34
Joined On 5/28/2021 7:53:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is this life compared to eternity?  Psalm 39:4-6  "Show me, O LORD, my life's end and the number of my days; let me know how seeting
is my life.  You have made my days a mere handbreadth; the span of my years is as nothing before you. Each man's life is but a breath.
Selah. Man is a mere phantom as he goes to and fro: He bustles about, but only in vain; he heaps up wealth, not knowing who will get it."
 (NIV)
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do agree, but that does not negate Eghting for the good while one has breath on this earth.  That is what God wants us to do.
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sio6474
Joined On 10/19/2018 11:41:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We still have to deal with life in the physical while we are here though!
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Newbones1
Joined On 9/27/2016 7:06:57 PM
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Wonderful MsBean34.  I have copied this so I can read it regularly.
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allielov5
Joined On 9/20/2020 9:19:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can anyone tell me if it's advised to take black cumin seed oil, as it is high in linoleic acid, an omega 6 that Dr. Mercola advises people
avoid? FLCCC recommends it for shedding but I'm worried about the linoleic acid content. I desperately need help with shedding though.
Could I take it and just up my omega 3s, to balance out the omega 6?
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faye_w
Joined On 9/8/2021 4:15:15 AM
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(Cont’d Pt4) While I hope the actions of the white hats will prevail I also see from my vantage point on the ground here among the people
that the truth is slowly dawning… even amidst the waves of tyranny and increased Nazi era tactics rolling out all around us.  It is easy to
doubt when seeing only with conventional eyes.  Without the heart and inner knowingness that resides in all of us, one has no chance in
discerning the real truth.  Indeed in oder to see who is on the dark and who is on the light many people need the sunglasses such as were
used in the movie “THEY LIVE”.  Because in these dark days the dark parades around cloaked in light while the light side works only under
cover of darkness.
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faye_w
Joined On 9/8/2021 4:15:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

(Cont’d p3) William Tompkins came forward to reveal the depth to which our secret space program had been sabotaged by the reptilians.
 The secret space program is the HEART OF THE DEEP STATE.  And so Trump and John Kennedy and the white hats FACE a formidable
contingent of the dark who work in unison to enslave and control the people.  There are none so blind as those who will not see… as they
day. The job the white hats face continues to be daunting on every level and the need for deception and the wearing of masks and hiding
behind false fronts is all part of their attack strategy.

They Eght in underground bases and the war in the media is also a stealthy one full of covert actions and propaganda geared at convincing
their followers to stick by them while they Eght the good Eght behind the scenes for the most part.  In the end, this is a war of insuence.
 What you need to look for is the occasional glimpse into the real truth behind their masks.  And SEE with your heart into their hearts.  This
is what is required at this time. Some do this easily, others not so much.  For those who cannot see behind the facade the good guys appear
as opaque as the bad guys.

Whatever victories they gain are celebrated in the dark.  While the patriots must see through to the heart of those that would lead and know
that what they see with earthly eyes is often a deception, a facade erected to protect the brave while they battle in secret. For those of us
who know the truth this game is often painful to watch because of its maddeningly slow pace.  Watching the destruction of an old paradigm
and those who are deceived enough to go down with it… our colleagues and neighbors who fell for the false science and refuse to search
for the real truth or see through their hearts to read the real intent of the good guys…
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gaw9735
Joined On 1/5/2021 1:23:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Heart of deep state is the fake money.
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faye_w
Joined On 9/8/2021 4:15:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Taken from a post off the Project Camelot site. ABOUT THE VAX AND TRUMP……The reality is that JFKjr/Juan and Trump are a tag team.
 Trump wears the real mask hiding who he really is… playing a part to garner the vote and acting like he backs the vaccine while Juan is
staunchly speaking out against vaccines and telling the Patriots what’s really happening in parables while being physically masked. You
could best think about this by saying that Juan wearing a mask can speak the truth and Trump without a mask has to falsely back the vax
and take other positions in order to appear palatable to the portion of the Republican party that believes in old science of the “virus” and the
“vaccine”.

When  talking about Trump and his stance on the vaccine know this….  In taking on the deep state/Luciferian alliance the white hats had to
jump in a river that was sowing in one mainstream direction… and endeavor over time to bend the river in a completely different more
positive direction.  But their problem is and was that people would rebel against them if they came forward with their real agenda and the
real truth because the masses (and especially the old guard) were not ready to deal with or handle real change without going through the
complete death of their paradigm.

Until then they would refuse to recognize that they had been deceived and backing the vampiric reptilians all those years.  That self
knowledge was too hard a pill to swallow. They needed to see the proof all around them and see the paradigm fall around their knees
exposed for what it was… a blood drinking Nazi cult of death. The philosophy goes along the lines of the Art of War.  In order for Trump to
be the guy to lead the Rep party which is full of old guard and those unenlightened who back false science of vaccines and need that
security blanket thinking they have that to ‘save’ them from a fake ‘virus’.  (Cont’d)
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faye_w
Joined On 9/8/2021 4:15:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

(Cont’d pt2) When looking at the playing Eeld. it’s easy to see that Trump has been groomed since he was young to Et in even though
he knows the real truth on so many levels and personally does not back vaxes. I get that to play the game in the current Eeld he has
to appear to be pro-vax and yes that he rushed them to come forward with their plans even though they had been planning since
2015 and before that.  Of course David Martin says the patents for the bioweapon go back to 1999… JFKjr and Trump are a team…
with Juan/JFKjr from behind a mask, handling the Awake Patriots while Trump deals with garnering the old guard and those who
refuse to see the truth of what is really happening.

To his credit Trump has often crossed the line into the truth camp while speaking about hyrdroxycloroquine and calling out the
absurdity of the masks. I see Trump as a good man. And my audience knows I back him regardless of the apparent contradiction
within his platform.  The game of mainstream politics has always been one that requires wearing a real mask to go along and get
along while hiding behind a facade that generates ‘consensus’…. in order to ‘win’ the vote… even though the vote is rigged and
continues to be… It is worth mentioning that (as Juan says repeatedly) you can’t get justice through the justice system.

It’s fully taken over.  Therefore the military is the last resort for taking back our country.  But it appears this is going to have to be a
hidden takeover.  If what he says is accurate… and I believe it is.  Then we are living in the days of that time.  The return to the days
of revolution when we Eght the British and the Germans but this time the real dark magicians at the high reaches of those
countries… the Illuminati as they are sometimes called.  Those who have given their souls to Lucifer or Satan… or the Reptilian god
Baal (all the same).
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esecallum
Joined On 6/10/2020 3:54:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

neutralize the vaccine after injection to get vaccine passport using a portable battery operated 3 inch plasma ball and holding next to
injection point for 30 minutes. destroys fragile vaccine. cost $12 to $20. cover it in some kind of disguise. keep out of sight of medical
maEa.
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Pearl27
Joined On 1/26/2021 7:18:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How soon after the injection does this need to be done?  What is the mechanism?  If it's less than 15 minutes it would be di�cult
where you get the shot.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry, What is a plasma ball?
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rrealrose      The Plasma Ball is an annual music event Erst held at The White House under Carter or Reagan, I forget which, named
after the band featured in this link:     swisscows.com/video/watch?query=the%20plasmatics&id=2BA60356A1FE59..   The other
answer is that it's a glass ball Elled with inert gas, electrically charged via an internal Tesla Coil. It exudes a strong static charge.
Over 10 years ago I knew a guy into alternative health remedies who was using them. He died a couple of years later from heart
failure. If the thunder don't getcha, then the lightening will . . . . . .  I sent you a vital votes reply last week. Did you receive it? I ask
because not all messages sent appear to be hitting their mark.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM
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epi-cure - considering my inbox was oversowing? Will check later and let you know for sure.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rose        I replied to you via vital votes today at 3:05PM. Inform me whether you received it, please.
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harvelicious
Joined On 12/10/2010 9:20:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In Eghting an enemy, it is critical to know the facts & employ discernment & critical analysis. The Erst & most important fact is that the real
science reveals that there is NO PATHOGENIC VIRUS! (hard for most to get their coconut around that one). As long as there is even "some"
belief that a "life-threatening pathogenic virus" may exist, one's true power remains suspended & in realization arrest, while the "pandemic"
animation continues on in the virtual world of pseudo-reality orchestrated by the puppet masters.

Truth, the empirical evidence & even an iota of critical thinking, can discern that we are being fearmongered, manipulated, assaulted,
robbed, maimed & soft killed while being attacked with a massive arsenal of weapons of mass destruction (WMD's) in the form of
BIO-WEAPONS, ENERGY WEAPONS, TOXIC FOOD, TOXIC WATER, TOXIC DRUGS, TOXIC CHEMICALS, TOXIC TECHNOLOGY, INSIDIOUS
PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE, FRAUDULENT SCIENCE, A SICKNESS & EUGENICS MEDICAL SYSTEM, FALLACIOUS USURPACIOUS IDOLATRY,
HYPNOTIC DELETERIOUS PROPAGANDA, WEAK DISGUSTING CORRUPT CRIMINAL LYING POLITICIANS & LEADERS, SELF-SERVING
TYRANNICAL GOVERNMENTS, BUREAUCRACIES, INSTITUTIONS, TECHNOCRACIES, CORPORATIONS & "PHILANTHROPIC"
ORGANIZATIONS, ANTI-HUMAN ANTI-FREEDOM ANTI-LIBERTY ANTI-CHRISTIAN AGENDAS, CORRUPTED RELIGIOSITY, RELATIVISM,
REVISIONISM, HEDONISM, GLUTTONY, DEBAUCHERY, HOLLOYWOODISM, TOTALITARIANISM, EGO INFLATIONISM, & SATANIC CULT
WORSHIP, et al.

What we allow, we experience! All of these WMD's are only created, positioned & deployed in the absence of TRUTH. TRUTH is our rock & is
forever present & available, therefore, our life experience & future is directly related to the level of TRUTH that we are willing to learn,
accept, share, uphold & live.  "When the destruction & carnage is done, through the toxic dust & smoke there still stands the mountain of
TRUTH, alone, of it's own accord, for TRUTH is all that really WAS, IS & WILL BE!."
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent post, knowing all this relieves us of some stress while the true horror brings on a whole 'nother level of stress.  Keep
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Excellent post, knowing all this relieves us of some stress while the true horror brings on a whole 'nother level of stress.  Keep
breathing!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/29/2021 4:11:40 PM
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Notmyarm.com
Joined On 1/17/2021 10:16:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another great article reposted at notmyarm.com notmyarm.com/.../mercola-com-articles
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A couple of elderly front men for the real powers behind this focusing the attention of the concerned populace like lightning rods, then
sacriEced as though something had really been accomplished toward addressing the real tyranny....won't cure or end this.  Good PR and
handy manipulation, but the real disease & cause is deeper with global corporatism, the WEF and Vatican....our real, de facto tyrannical
Craft governors.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And before the antisemitic crew get their shorts in a knot: Craft Jews joined with Rome is a known reality and was foretold.  The Lord
is going to judge it ALL & all involved, Erst with his scourging rod which the world will choose & make to itself....rejecting the
humbling truth of the Lord Jesus Christ & his Gospel according to the scriptures.  He's going to judge & sort both kinds of those who
say they are Jews but are not, & are synagoges of Satan: those relying on their own blood & genetics without faith; and those who
ritually claim to be the 'real' Jews & having 'replaced' them & stolen their promises as well as those given the nations.  God is not
Enished with the Jews, & they are not the sole 'bad guys' in all of this: for all have sinned and fallen short of the glory of God, & the
promises of God are without repentance.  Ditto those concerning judgment, as well as blessing.  Hebrews & Romans 9-11 KJB.
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nothingsound
Joined On 8/12/2018 9:47:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is off subject; but I need some advice. A friend of mine husband is undergoing radiation therapy for lung cancer and his esophagus is
burnt and he can barely eat.  He is gargling with the 50/50 solution and the magic mouthwash nothing is helping.   I know there has to be
something that is natural that will help.  I’m am hoping with all the knowledge here that I may receive a couple of suggestions.  Thanking all
of who read and help!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Nothingsound-  This is only a possible suggestion - but you would need to do more research on this product on your own before
recommending it to your friend. I recently watched a video by a holistic medical doctor (Dr Berg) that recommended gargling with a
diluted solution of Povidone Iodine for sore throats, among other things. It’s an old home remedy for many things that make us ill.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I only have this I found for my post-viral sore throat recently: Baking soda gargle. "While the saltwater gargle is more commonly
used, gargling baking soda mixed with salt water can help relieve a sore throat as well. Gargling this solution can kill bacteria and
prevent the growth of yeast and fungi.The National Cancer InstituteTrusted Source recommends gargling and gently swishing a
combination of 1 cup warm water, 1/4 teaspoon baking soda, and 1/8 teaspoon of salt. They recommend using the rinse every three
hours as needed."
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sio6474
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Add as Friend  Send Message

One suggestion, drinking pure aloe vera juice from Trader Joe's very inexpensive for large container.
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I have a few ideas to suggest, but Erst ... a question. When you say "He is gargling with the 50/50 solution and the magic
mouthwash" I have no idea what substances you are talking about.  A few speciEcs (details) would help, since a quick Internet
search (DuckDuckGo) shows a wide variety of ingredients are possible for store-bought and homemade versions of "magic
mouthwash".

Also, "the 50/50 solution" is not something I'm familiar with, and thus have no idea what you are talking about. First and foremost,
my primary suggestion is taking a high quality liquid Iodine product, such as Lugol's. I've heard that's protective against radiation
exposure damage. I've not done extensive reading on it, however.  Ideally, it was probably something good to do before the treatment
got started, but may still be of protective beneEt, as more treatments seem to be scheduled (my interpretation of your writing).

Thus, a worthwhile "natural remedy" to pursue?   Even now, I would like to hope, maybe it could beneEt your friend.  At least to reduce
cancer risk.  As far as something to help with the sesh irritation that has already occurred, and his resultant di�culty in eating, a few
ideas:  Try whatever helps with GERD, or burns:  such as drinking certain forms of aloe vera juice (concentrated, reEned, etc.), DGL
licorice (chewable tablets), raw celery juice, baby food (Happy Family Organics is a good brand) - more on the "veggie side" versus
fruits - such as their green beans and squash varieties.

Bland food is good sometimes, during times of illness.  It's also easy to digest.  Another idea: fresh vegetable 'juicing' or blending
(smoothies) with highly nourishing ingredients. Especially if someone with more strength and vitality than he can prepare such
juices / smoothies, or if there's a good 'juice bar' nearby.  A ready-made store bought brand of 'healthy greens juice' I like is: "Amazing
Grass" (brand) "Greens Blend Superfood (The Original)" 8.5 oz container via Amazon
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Unfortunately Fauci will never be held accountable for his misrepresentations and lies, for he has too many very powerful supporters. As to
Omicron, even if it negates the effects of the present "vaccines", if it is true that it causes very mild symptoms and no danger of devastating
and life-threatening secondary effects, then why is it important as to how it arose, artiEcially or naturally?
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It may even give us the "holy grail " of natural immunity.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh he will be held accountable maybe not in this life but if he doesn't repent and turn to the Lord he will stand before God and give an
account for all his lies. An eternity of regret awaits him. Praying he gets saved and turns from his wicked ways.
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SigniEcance of Omicron (1) It “appeared” (was released deliberately) in response to low “vaccination” (mRNA spike protein insertion)
uptake and use of Ivermectin (effective safe remedy)  in sub Saharan Africa. The globalist endgame is the same : get the world and
the world’s children jabbed.  (2) It “appeared” just in time to threaten Christmas family reunions. Unlike Christmas 2020  - cancelled
in the UK when a new variant of coronavirus was discovered, Christmas 2021 hung in the balance because a new variant of
coronavirus was discovered. The globalists don’t like Christmas as they prefer to keep us isolated, fearful and dependent on
mainstream media to be told what to do next. (3) If a variant arises naturally, it could do so as  a result of over “vaccination” instead
of allowing natural herd immunity to develop in the population. Evidence for a variant arising artiEcially as a result of preplanning
conErms the evil intentions of the globalist agenda. (See mercola article).  

Fear mongering, uncertainty, blatantly obvious tactics to “divide and conquer” is the name of the game:  Decide your status, navisos:
free thinking individual or slave.  Slaves are are not required to think for themselves but must follow the instructions of their master -
much as sheep follow the shepherd or his sheep dog. Best tactic : switch off your TV. You will End there is no pandemic, no need to
cover your face and no need to isolate yourself.  Hope this helps answer your question: Slavery or freedom?  You choose.
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Isn't the new PCR going to be rolled out?  I bet it will diagnose Omicron also - and then they'll add in a vax for Omicron - su/SC19/and
Omicron... a 3 in one shot with plenty of boosters.
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Why are these thugs still walking around loose? All of this was very predictable--as if it was planned. Many states had deadlines of
the last week of November or the Erst week of December for employees to be vaccinated in order to keep their jobs. Many of them
hoped for a miracle and waited until the last minute to get jabbed. That would be around December 1st, more or less. So, it you count
4 weeks beyond that date, as a period for incubation and shedding, you expect to see a major outbreak right around Christmas time.
With a little bit of conspiratorial thinking, you can scapegoat  the "unwashed" multitudes of the unvaxed mingling with the more
"virtuous" compliant vaxed individuals. This is the narrative we are told to believe. Never mind that the jab appears to offer little
signiEcant protection. If anything, it increases the risk of transmission and adverse risks.

I am waiting for the other shoe to drop. This is not yet over. There will be further persecution of the unvaxed. The only questions are
what and when. Maybe... People have had enough of being lied to and manipulated and are fed up. It is about time we will start
seeing more direct resistance to mandates with more people refusing to comply and Eguring they cannot throw all of us in prison. At
some point, lawfare becomes very expensive and the state cannot prosecute large numbers of people, esp. if they keep losing
cases. Your society and productivity collapses when you have too many people watching others... more guards than prisoners.

If no one is working, nothing is being produced and delivered to market. Without income, there is little govt can do to collect taxes.
The beast starves. Meanwhile, we are seeing a shift of skilled labor to smaller businesses. This offers a tremendous advantage
when competing with larger and more insexible companies.  =The big corporations are losing talent.  Further, we are lied to about
the reasons people will not take avail jobs. Most refuse to be jabbed.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/29/2021 4:31:36 AM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can solve the unemployment problem immediately.  Just lift the vaxine mandates, do not require employees to give employers their
SS#, do not force employers to pay beneEts and L&I coverage, and pay cash wages every Friday. If people had jobs, they could pay
for their own insurance, etc.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/29/2021 4:35:55 AM
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Almond", "If people had jobs, they could pay for their own insurance, etc." And also if we had free access to competitive, affordable
(not OCA) nationwide health insurance. www.lp.org/.../healthcare

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/29/2021 8:14:57 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whoa! the upgraded rt-pcr test, supposedly rolling out beginning of 2022, has an additional small, protein sequencing part, that will
allow separating covid from the su, you know insuenza A and insuenza B. NO crappy overnight test is looking for omicron. "They"
are sequencing samples take at various (hospital) locations - a slower, time consuming and a more expensive process. That Delta is
still around in the US tells us more time is needed for Omicron to completely overtake it.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/29/2021 9:29:08 AM
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Tikvah2
Joined On 4/25/2017 7:25:41 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/29/2021 8:42:58 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Taking his normal holiday break. You can msg him, he usually replies.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/29/2021 1:05:12 PM
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